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The Complete Guide to Hot Air
Ballooning

Up Above the World So High: What A
Balloon Safari Feels Like?
The world from the sky not just impresses you, but touches your soul. When you’re
floating in the horizon with clouds in a hot air balloon safari, you wonder if it ’s true. The
views, the enormity, the perspective. How it  all blends together so seamlessly! It  goes

without saying that the sensation of ‘flying adventure’ that balloon rides can provide is
one to remember. Once in the air , r ivers become serpentine and birds fly alongside,
castles and temples dot the earth below, and the panorama absorbs our senses and
then simply lingers. A hot air balloon ride is your chance of experiencing the world up-
close. If, in addit ion to your desire to float in the air , you have any queries, stay here and
read this guide about adventure balloon rides. After reading this guide, you will have

covered all of the important aspects that will make your tour memorable and
comfortable on this travel. 

What to expect on your first SkyWaltz balloon Safari?

You can be nervous or afraid about your first hot air balloon ride. Don’t  be that way.
During a flight, most individuals feel very safe and secure. A balloon will never fly unless
the weather condit ions are ideal (more on that later), and your pilot is highly skilled.

Although you will not be strapped into the basket, it  is tall enough to reach the rib cage
of an average-sized person. You’re not going to fall. When the balloon first takes off, you
may feel a pang of fear as the ground shrinks and shrinks. Take a deep breath, relax, and
try to soak up this moment. When you’re halfway up in the sky it  feels exhilarating. Look
around, and you’ll find yourself floating with the clouds and racing with the birds.  

How is a hot air balloon prepared for your ride?

hot air balloon adventure will start soon after you check in with SkyWaltz balloon safari.

After checking in, you will board our vans and be driven to the launch location. The
balloon is immediately unloaded and assembled for inflation by the crew. The balloon is
inflated with the help of motorized fans. Once the balloon envelope is filled with air , the
pilot carefully guides propane burners to heat the air within. The balloon will be erect and
ready for you to board in a matter of minutes. Once onboard, our  highly skilled pilot will

welcome you to the flight and provide you with a passenger briefing that will help you
enjoy the affordable balloon ride. Everyone is given a window seat and that’s why hot
balloon rides have been described as a ‘skywalk.’ 
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As you gradually lift  off from the ground, you are struck by how light the balloon feels. As
you swift ly move up in the sky, the enchanting views leave you dumbfounded. Throughout
the trip, our pilot regulates the height of the hot air balloon and, when possible, floats low
over fields or plains to make the balloon flight as diverse and fascinating as possible. A

hot air balloon trip will allow you to explore things that are otherwise concealed from the
ground view. The sights you see when touring along the sky will show you the difference in
appearance from the road. 

As the flight nears the end, your highly skilled pilot will provide precise instructions to you
on what must be done to ensure a comfortable landing. All you have to worry about is

paying attention to the pilot and following his exact directions for landing.

Our balloon rides last roughly one hour. Depending on the wind speed and condit ions on
the day, we can travel quickly or slowly during this period. We begin with the hot air
balloon rides in India, every year from September onward t ill the first week of April.

What to wear on a balloon ride?

High socks and boots or sneakers

Because we never know where we’ll land, it ’s crit ical to protect your feet from grass
burrs, as we are extremely likely to land in a field.

Pants that allow you to move freely

You must climb in and out of the balloon basket to get in and out, so wear clothes that
allow you to bend comfortably.

Hat or ball cap

Heat can be produced by both the burner and the sun. A hat of any kind can assist
protect your head from the sun and pull back any stray hairs so you can completely
appreciate the breathtaking sights!

Sunglasses and a camera

If you are someone who loves capturing special moments, add some sass with your
sunglasses to your look and get ready to be clicked! You would want to preserve these
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sights in your memory forever.

Confidence

Yes! As simple as it  sounds. Wear your smile and have a lot of confidence. It  will make your
ride easy and filled with great memories.

What to bring on a balloon ride?

Although all you need is yourself, some accessories come in handy during a balloon trip.
Water will be available both before and after the flight. Apart from that you can get
some snackables, binoculars, and a big spirit  of adventure.

Can the experience be personalised?

Yes! You can make this ride etched in your heart and mind forever. A romantic flight for
two for special events such as birthdays, marriage proposals and anniversaries, or when
you just want the full balloon for your small group get-together or family trip. Choose the
group size. We have packages for all your needs. Prepare to be amazed by the
enchantment of ballooning with a unique balloon all to yourself.

Locations for ballooning in India

SkyWaltz Balloon Safaris offers hot air ballooning rides across India. You can ride with us in

Rajasthan, Bandhavgarh, Mandu, Shillong, Varanasi, Odisha and Uttar Pradesh. Our team
consists of world-class pilots from around the world and we operate on global standards
and procedures. Skywaltz Balloon Safari is authorized by the DGCA (Directorate General
of Civil Aviation) to make this experience reach all adventure enthusiasts. Experience
India up-close like never before.
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